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Feel free to write in any other comments you would like to share:

I marked that I had not utilized some services (such as student wellness, quasr, trans and queer 

center) but that is because of a lack of access to them, not because I did not need them.

I am very proud to be a part of Evergreen, I enjoy my classes although group is a chore to me. I am 

getting better at group.

I feel at the Tacoma campus we don't have a large student support like the Olympia campus.

I love Evergreen and what the Tacoma program stands for. I feel challenged yet supported and I have 

great faculty and love my advisor. I am excited for my future and look forward to being Alumni.

I am wondering if this school is right for me.

I was really moved by my Evergreen experience but most importantly I was able to grow as a human 

being with dignity and respect.
More Oly resources at Tacoma!!! Trans & Queer Center popping in occasionally wouldn't go amiss. If 

you include bisexuals my best estimate for present student body who are somewhere under the 

umbrella of LGBTQ is more than 15, as a percentage of the whole, that is a high number.  Career 

services too, more often. Wellness Center, drop in counseling availability would be a dream come 

true. Even a few hours a week. 
Please open computer lab at 7 am and have math tutors available more hours. I am flourishing like 

never imagined. Peace.
Tacoma program relies too heavily on lecture style learning, teachers need to back up the seminar 

style structure with thoughtful exercises.

This school has been amazing. I really wish evergreen Tacoma allowed for me to get a graduate 

degree. I feel like evergreen has more to offer me than the other local schools that offer graduate 

programs. The faculty here at Evergreen offer real career/community oriented skills.

Wish I had an advisor that helped me and seemed interested but I didn't. Everyone else had guidance 

but none of us did in my seminar. Our advisor has been checked out for a long time I believe. Love her 

as a person but needs to retire. Having no guidance and support was horrible and I am glad it is over 

and done with in a few weeks.

There has to be a way to make that happen and follow all applicable regulations. Dr. Brown is great, but a lot of 

Tacoma students live at or close to the margins, not all are comfortable with all that paperwork, one hour 

appointments scheduled in advance. A bit of drop in time could fill what I consider to be a great need.
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